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ABSTRACT

In 1995, an European initiative for optimizing radiation protection in interventional radiology
was proposed by 8 research groups. The project acronym was STRAPIR (Staff Radiation Protection in
Interventional Radiology). Interventional Radiology involves an important number of specialists and their
risk level is not well known, since dosimetric records exhibit important discrepancies. Many professionals
using these techniques are not radiologists and the basic rules of radiation protection, known by
radiologists, are not always correctly and completely followed, hence the use of protection devices is
not as regular as desirable. Additionally, x-ray systems not specifically designed for interventional
procedures are still used in many hospitals, what entails a significant occupational risk increase to the
specialists. Some relevant questions for regulatory bodies are presented, namely, reliability of the actual
data banks for occupational dosimetry, use of two personal dosimeters for assessing effective dose,
actions to strengthen the systematic use of personal dosimeters and protection tools, proposals for
specific training in radiation protection and use of x-ray systems specifically designed for interventional
procedures, publication of reports about accidents and incidents, are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In April 1995, an European initiative for promoting the study of the occupational doses in
Interventional Radiology (IR) installations and optimizing Radiation Protection (RP) was taken by the
Complutense University of Madrid and the Vrije Universiteit of Brussels. Other groups joined this
project in a second phase, namely:

1. Department ELEC and the Radiological department of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. Belgium.
Prof. R. Van Loon.

2. Medical Physics Group. Radiology Department. Complutense University of Madrid. Profs. E.
Vafi6 and L. Gonzalez.

3. Department of Clinical Physics - Leeuwarden. Holland. Dr Hummel, Engineer from the
University of Delft.

4. Radiodiagnostics St Radboud - University Nijmegen. Holland.
5. Istituto di Fisica Sanitaria - Ospedale S. Maria della Misericordia, Udine. Italy. Dr. R. Padovani.
6. Radiologie Cardiovasculaire - Hospital Broussais Paris. France. Head Prof. J-C Gaux. and Dr. C.

Maccia. CAATS.
7. Radiological Clinic - Semmelweiss Medical University. Budapest. Dr. Karlinger MD.
8. Radiation Hygiene Laboratory. Bucharest.
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The acronym assigned to the project was STRAPIR (Staff Radiation Protection in Interventional Radiology)
and it was submitted for partial funding to the European Commission (EC) services. The scientific evaluation
of the proposal was good but not enough priority to this topic was assigned. Notwithstanding, some of the
partners decided to continue their work in this important field at national level, looking for a future
opportunity for EC coordination and funding.

The STRAPIR project deal with regulatory aspects related with "control measures for practices causing
exposure".

IR is a technique during which the "intervention" of the medical staff on the patient is made mainly under
fluoroscopic control. This practice usually conveys rather Important exposure of professional as well as of the
patient. The situation for the medical staff in these esses is different from other radiological techniques, since
they should remain close to the patient while the X-ray source is in use and in most cases for long period of
time. Beside those medical specialists, a number of other workers need to be present in the room, therefore
the risk is enlarged substantially to the auxiliary staff. So IR is one of the medical specialities that present great
occupational radiation risk for the specialists practising it. In this sense, the International Commission of
Radiological Protection (ICRP) has shown interest and concern in the topic, in its last published
recommendations on occupational protection in medical exposures (1). Also the World Health Organization
(WHO) is interested in this topic, and recently has sponsored a Workshop in Munich, Germany, about safety
aspects of IR (2).

Although this branch of radiology involves an important number of specialists, their risk level is not well
known, since dosimetric records exhibit important discrepancies. One should keep in mind that an important
number of the professionals using these techniques are not radiologists (e.g. those accomplishing cardiac
catheterisation). Therefore the basic rules of radiation protection, known by radiologists, are not always
correctly and completely followed. As in conventional radiology, protection devices such as mobile screens,
lead aprons, thyroid protectors, gloves, etc., represent an important loss of comfort for the specialist. The use
of these devices therefore is not as intensive as it would be. This deficient practice introduces a variable whose
evaluation is of major importance.

New imaging technologies, as those incorporating digital images, have improved the quality of the images
substantially and lowered the risk for the patient by demanding lower concentrations of contrast medium. On
the other hand the impact of these new technologies on the dose received by workers and patients is not yet
clearly investigated.

It is necessary to perform measurements to quantify doses received by workers on modern equipment because
the distribution of dose can differ largely from that found in conventional radiology, with C-arm systems the
position of the X-ray tube and the direction of the beam can differ widely depending on the type of
intervention and the skill of the professional.

This topic fits in undoubtedly the interest of regulatory Bodies under the heading of optimisation of
radiological protection in complex exposure situations: Development of practical methods aiming to optimize
procedures to situations where reduction of exposure is possible, through the identification of factors affecting
occupational doses, development of tools to simulate typical scenarios in IR and calculate occupational
exposures, and development of training schemes for staff, are the main items in STRAPIR project.

Additionally, x-ray systems not specially designed for IR with overtable x-ray tube, are still frequently used,
with a very high risk for staff. In these cases the system of radiation protection should be applied as an
"intervention" philosophy (3) where the benefit of possible RP measures would be greater than the
inconveniences for the clinical work.

The fact that IR techniques provide large benefits from the medical point of view means a noticeable increase
in the number of facilities and professionals practising it (4) with an increasing workload of both equipment
and workers. Therefore special attention has to be paid in monitoring occupational doses. A very prudent
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attitude must be adopted in the application of the radiological protection measures, since a very forceful
performance in the case of overdose of these specialists seems to lead to neglecting the use of dosimeters,
instead of a more cautious use of radiation (5).

2. OBJECTIVES

This co-operative multidisciplinary research project can be summarised as it follows:

- Evaluation of the doses received by medical specialists and auxiliary staff in whole body (effective dose),
hands, arms, eye lenses and thyroid as a function of type and number of interventions performed in selected
intervention samples (taking into account the type of equipment and the technical protocol used). Revision
of the algorithms for effective dose evaluation.

- Establishment of both individual and area dosimetry protocols within the facilities and estimation of
advantages of using different protection devices.

- Strategies for optimisation of medical and technical protocols for the selected interventions, with reference
to the optimal dose-image quality relationship, total number of images and fluoroscopy time required (6,7,8,
9).

- Design of training activities in radiation protection as well as strategies to spread specific criteria of
operational radiation protection having the greatest impact at this type of facilities. This fits also in the scope
of the recently revised patient Directive (Medical Exposures Directive) (10) prepared by the Commission,
requiring training in a common curriculum and mandatory refresher courses, especially in areas requiring
special attention such as IR (11).

3.- CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS TO BE SOLVED BY THIS RESEARCH PROJECT

Besides a part of these objectives will be covered by the European Concerted Action DIMOND (12), some
important questions would be considered in multinational research projects in the future. Regulatory Bodies
would be also directly implied in some of the issues of the project:

1. Reliability of the actual data banks for occupational dosimetry in IR.
2. Convenience for advising the systematic use of a minimum of two personal dosimeters for IR specialists
(under and over the leaded apron).
3. Actions for promoting the systematic use of personal dosimeters and equilibrium with the sanctioning
capacity of the Regulatory Bodies.
4. Actions for promoting the systematic use of RP tools (screens, tyroid protectors, glasses, etc).
5. Convenience for advising a second specific level of training in RP for specialists in IR.
6. Actions for promoting the exclusive use of x ray systems specifically designed for IR procedures.
7. The publication of reports about accidents and incidents in IR, with relevant dosimetric and operational
data, should be published encouraged. A national reporting systems are recommended (ERPET
recommendation (11)).
8. IR procedures must be performed only by physicians with special training (including radiation protection
training) and experience. Radiographers, nurses and involved staff must receive radiation protection training
appropriate to their role. All staff should be familiar with the particular operating characteristics of their
equipment (ERPET recommendation (11)). Guidelines and objectives of training courses should be defined.
9. Techniques for improving image quality and reducing patient and staff doses, without impairing clinical
efficacy, should be more widely disseminated than at present. Manufacturers have a key role in this process
and should be encouraged to participate in training courses for IR professionals (ERPET recommendation
(ID).
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